This is an amendment to Section 201 *Imposition of Tax on Documents* of the Department’s Real Estate Transfer Tax Regulations to specify the section of the Philadelphia Code where the current Real Estate Transfer Tax rate is to be found.

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAX
REGULATIONS

***

Subchapter B. IMPOSITION OF TAX

Sec. 201. Imposition of Tax on Documents.

Except as provided in subchapter E (relating to exempt parties and excluded transactions), the person who delivers a document for acceptance or recording or on whose behalf a document is delivered for acceptance or recording and the person who accepts or presents for recording such document or on whose behalf such document is accepted or presented for recording is subject to pay a City tax at the current tax rate as specified under § 19-1403 of The Philadelphia Code [of] on the value of the realty conveyed, transferred, demised, or released by the grantor under the document.

The tax is payable at the time the document is presented for recording unless it is presented for recording more than 30 days after the date of its acceptance. If the document is not presented for recording or is presented for recording more than 30 days after the date of its acceptance, the tax is payable within 30 days of its acceptance.

Except as provided in subchapter E, it is the joint and several legal duty of all parties to the transaction to pay the proper tax due. This duty may be discharged by the parties as they agree but without prejudice to the rights of this City against all parties thereto.
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